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Face Treatments
RIGENERATION
Treatment that includes the preliminary stages of skin
preparation, deep cleansing if necessary. Afterwards, specific
products are applied, together with a massage and specific
mask 60’ €110,00
Eye contour supplement 75’ €130,00
VULCA ZEOLITE MASK
Facial mask based on Zeolite, a mineral rock of
volcanic origin. The treatment is personalized according
to your skin type 45’ €80,00
THERASIA SKIN RITUAL
Relief your stress with a back massage followed by a
personalized facial 80' €150,00
LIMPHATIC DRAINAGE FACIAL MASSAGE
Manual pompage technique with draining effect and tissue
regeneration 30' €50,00
KIREI & KOBIDO (DIABASI Method)
Two techniques together with a specific mask and final cream
or serum are the characteristics of this eternal youth facial
treatment, inspired by 15th century Japanese tradition. In the
Kirei massage typical relaxation techniques are performed,
while in the Kobido specific face and neck areas are
stimulated. Regenerates tissues, with an illuminating,
moisturizing and plumping effect 60’ €120,00

Body Treatments
SICILIAN SCRUB *
Important to start before any other body treatment.
Indicated for the removal of dead skin,especially in rough
and hard areas
*Sea Salt, Herbs and Olive Oil45’ €70,00
Together with relaxing massage 90’ €140,00
VULCA RITUAL
Bioactive Volcanic Minerals and Spring Thermal Waters are
the main ingredients of this Ritual. The treatment can be
chosen on the basis of skin imperfection
Draining 105’ €150,00
Firming 105’ €150,00
Circulatory 105’ €150,00
Detox 105’ €150,00
ANTISTRESS-ANTIFATIGUE VOLCANIC MUD WRAP
To release local muscle tension. Intensive antioxidant
activity 75’ €120,00
HYDRATING WRAP
For a Hydrating and smooth skin. Nourishing
effect 60’ €100,00
REGENERATING LEGS TREATMENT
Start with a legs scrub, followed by a draining massage and
a vasoactive mask. Which will give a pleasant sensation of
lightness in the legs 60' €100,00

Massages
SICILIAN CITRUS RELAX
Characterized by slow and pampering movements.
Preformed with extra oil blended with a citrus essence at
preference of the guest 50’ €80,00
EOLIAN HEAD MASSAGE
Ancient greek head massage, an energising scalp
massage with essencial oils. Relaxing, revitalizing and
nourishes hair 30' €40,00
MUSCLE ANTISTRESS
Total body massage but with medium pressure mostly
concentrated in areas of muscle tension. We kindly
suggest to use our SPA facilities before, in order to relax
partially your body 50’ €90,00
LOCALIZED DEEP TISSUE
Deep and strong localized massage to release chronic muscle
tension and stiffness 50' €110,00
MAORI * ( Duilio La Tegola Method )
The Maori® Massage (Diabasi Registered Trademark) consists
in a deep manual and instrumental technique without
excessive pain , with benefits for skin, tissues and muscles.
This technique uses particular instruments in beech wood
that allows to obtain important benefits. The massage is
performed following the characteristic Maori tattoo lines 60’
€120,00

LOCALISED SPORT
Special and fast manipulation that prepares and relaxes the
muscles, suitable for all those who engage in regular physical
activity 50’ €100,00
THERAPEUTIC
It restores total or partial bone-muscle functionality through
specific physiotherapic technical skills 50’ €130,00
LOCALISED CONNECTIVE TISSUE
Connective tissue massage (CTM) is a manipulative technique
of the skin and subcutaneous tissue with regenerating effects,
that cause an increase in blood flow together with suppression
of pain 50’ €130,00
BIOENERGETIC
It identifies body areas that are blocked with tension and also
lacking in energy, thus rebalancing it 60’ €120,00
HOT STONE
A dynamic and invigorating massage, where hot volcanic
stones are placed on specific body areas to restore energy
balance and reduce muscular tension 80’ €140,00

REFLEXOLOGY
Stimulates specifiSc foot points that correspond to specific
body areas. Excellent to reduce tensions, rebalancing body
energy 50’ €90,00
VODDER LYMPHATIC DRAINAGE
Manual pompage technique that activates circulation and
reduces water retention 75' €135,00
SWEET MOMMIE MOMENT
A sweet and pampering moment for the mommie and her
little one 50’ €75,00
THERASIA SUNSET MASSAGES
Unforgettable moment, where time will stop.
Alone or with your beloved one
Relaxing (One person) 50’ €140,00
Muscle Antistress 50’ €170,00
Relaxing (Two people) 50’ €250,00
EOLIAN RITUAL
Talasso therapeutic treatment is based on the effects of
marine climate (sun rays and marine aerosol) on the body,
together with sea water bathing.To take advantage of the
beneficial effects we recommend to relax on the sun beds
located on the Spa terrace, enjoying the sun and sea air.End
your Thalassotherapy experience with
Salt, Herbs and Olive Oil 105’ €170,00
Citrus Relaxing Body Massage 105’ €170,00
Facial Massage 105’ €170,00

Sea&Spa Programmes

VOLCANO SPA DAY
Apollo (Sport) 75’ €168,00
Antistress Volcanic Mud Wrap +
Muscle Antistress Massage
Venus (Beauty) 75’ €180,00
Salt Scrub + Vulca Zeolite Mask +
Sicilian Citrus Relax Massage
LOVE & PSYCHE” (Two people) ·
Love 60' €216,00
Vulca Zeolite Mask + Sicilian Citrus Relax Massage
Psyche 60' €216,00
Facial Massage+ Sicilian Citrus Relax Massage
EOLIAN EMOTIONS €290.00
Body Scrub + Personalized Rigenerating Facial +
Moisturising Eoliane Oils Wrap +
Muscle Antistress Massage
SEA BREEZE”
Body Scrub + Personalized Rienerating Facial +
2 Sicilian Citrus Relax Massages +
Muscle Antistress Massage + Deep Tissue Massage

Beauty Services

Wax
Small areas (eyebrows; lips; bikini) €15,00
Underarms €20,00
Arms €25,00
Chest € 35,00
Back €40,00
Half leg €40,00
Full leg €50,00
Brazilian €22,00
Hollywood € 25,00
Classic Manicure €40,00
Classic Pedicure €50,00

